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Abstract
Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP)/ Carbopol 934 (CPL) blend microspheres were prepared through W/O emulsion-solvent
diffusion method using ethanol as solvent. Flutamide (FLT), an anti Cancer drug, was encapsulated in PVP/CPL
microspheres for drug release studies. Morphology, size, encapsulation efficiency and drug release from these
microspheres were evaluated. Drug loaded microspheres were analyzed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), to undrstand the chemical interactions and formation of IPN blend structures. Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC) measurements on drug-loaded microspheres confirmed the molecular level dispersion of Flutamide in the
microspheres. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) confirmed the spherical nature and smooth surface of the
microspheres produced. X-ray diffraction studies (X-RD) was performed to understand the crystalline nature of drug
after encapsulation into these microspheres. In-vitro release studies indicated a dependence of release rate on the extent
of cross linking, amount of drug loading and the amount of PVP, but slow release rates was extended up to 14 h.
Keywords: Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone), Carbopol 934, microspheres, SEM, X-RD.
1. Introduction
Oral controlled release dosage forms developed over the past three decades due to their considerable therapeutic
advantages, such as ease of administration, patient compliance, and flexibility in formulation. Incorporation of the drug
in controlled dosage forms can remain in the gastric region for several hours which would significantly prolong the
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gastric residence time of drugs and improve their bioavailability, reduce drug wastage, and enhance the solubility of
drugs [1]. Microsphere carrier systems made from the naturally occurring biodegradable polymers

[2-4] have attracted

considerable attention for several years in sustained release drug delivery. However, the success of these microspheres is
limited owing to their short residence time at the site of absorption. It would, therefore, be advantageous to have means
for providing an intimate contact of the drug delivery system with the absorbing membranes [5-7]. This can be achieved
by blending with two polymers for developing novel IPN microspheres. IPN microspheres have advantages such as
efficient absorption and enhanced bioavailability of drugs owing to a high surface-to-volume ratio, a much more intimate
contact with the specific targeting of drugs to the absorption site [8-10]. Techniques for controlled release of medicine
must be the most basic and very important factor for the drug delivery system. The solid dispersion method is one
pharmaceutical idea for controlling medicine release. The structure of the solid dispersion is monolithic where drug
molecules homogeneously disperse, and it has a great advantage for avoiding the risk of a burst release feared concerning
the reservoir type preparations. The solid dispersion method has been generally use to improve the dissolution properties
and bioavailability of slightly water soluble medicines by dispersing them into water soluble carriers [11-16]. The
authors have studied a series of the application of the solid dispersion method to the controlled release of medicines. We
have applied the polymer blending technique to the solid dispersion method, and reported that it is feasible to precisely
control the release rate of low water soluble medicine (Flutamide) by formation and retention of the swollen phase of
water soluble PVP/CPL system. Poly (vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) is a class of crystalline and water soluble linear polymer.
It has been used in agricultural engineering, food and pharmaceutical fields due to its aqueous solubility, high gelation
and low toxicity [17-18]. PVP consists of repeat units of CH2-CH-Pyrrol group- (Fig 1.) , and it is known that PVP forms
a complex with poly (carboxylic acid) [19-21]. Carbopol 934 is a kind of poly (carboxylic acid) and has been studied as
bioadhesive and controlled release matrix [22-27]. It consists of chains of poly (acrylic acid) having cross linking agent,
allyl ethers of sucrose (allylsucrose) [Fig 1.] [28-29]. It has recently attracted considerable interest in the field of drug
delivery as a means of providing an on-off release by shrinking and swelling in response to change in pH [30-31].
Carbopol-934P (acrylic acid homopolymer) is an anionic polymer that has been used in mucoadhesive systems by
several researchers [32-35]. Carbopol-934P has been selected as a polymer in the preparation of microspheres because of
its good adhesive properties and is not absorbed by body tissues and being totally safe for human oral consumption.
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone), Carbopol 934P and Flutamide.
Prostate cancer has the highest incidence of all kinds of cancers and is the second most deadly cancer in men, after lung
cancer [36]. Flutamide (FLT) (Fig. 1) is an antiandrogenic agent presently used for monotherapy of androgen dependent
prostate cancer [37]. It acts by inhibiting the uptake and/or binding of dihydro testosterone to the target cell receptor, thus
interfering with androgen action, which requires stability in blood for a sufficient amount of time [37]. However, the low
bioavailability of FLT after oral administration could be attributed to its poor wettability, low aqueous solubility, poor
permeability, or low concentration at the absorption surface [38]. Moreover, FLT undergoes a rapid first pass hepatic
metabolism after oral administration, resulting in a relatively short halflife of 5–6 hours. Reported FLT toxicity includes
hepatotoxicity, nausea, and diarrhea. Thus, the pharmacokinetics and dosage characteristics (250 mg three times daily) of
FLT make it a suitable candidate for the design of controlled release delivery systems in order to enhance patients’
compliance and to reduce the incidence of side effects [39]. Thus, the development of controlled release dosage forms
would clearly be advantageous.
We have noticed some interaction between the polymer carriers of solid dispersion, and actively using the interaction,
have attempted to control the medicine release from the solid dispersion composed of the PVP/CPL inter polymer
complex. In the present study, we selected Carbopol 934 (CPL) and attempted to control the medicine release from the
solid dispersion composed of the PVP/CPL interpolymer complex by varying the drug loading, CPL percentage and
crosslinking and to clarify the control mechanism. Thus, an attempt was made in the present investigation to use
Carbopol-934 as a mucoadhesive polymer and Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone) as carrier polymer, in order to prepare
mucoadhesive FLT microspheres. The microspheres were characterized by different characterization techniques such as
FTIR, DSC, X-RD, SEM and in-vitro release tests used to optimize the variables.
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2. Experimental Methods
2.1 Materials
Carbopol 934 (0.2% viscosity about 3000cps) from Molychem, Mumbai, Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone), liquid paraffin
oil(light) and Tween 80 from SD Fine Chem Ltd, Mumbai, Flutamide (anticancer drug), dichloromethane were
purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals (St. Louis), USA.
An analytical reagent grade glutaraldehyde (GA) solution (25% v/v), petroleum ether, and liquid paraffin oil were all
purchased from Loba chemicals, Mumbai, India. The water used was a high-purity graded one collected after double
distillation and deionization.
2.2 Preparation of Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone)/Carbopol 934 blend microspheres
Flutamide loaded blend microspheres of PVP and CPL were prepared by emulsion solvent evaporation technique as
reported before with slight modifications [7]. Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone) was dissolved in 20 ml of ethanol. Flutamide and
Carbopol-934P were dispersed in the ethyl cellulose solution, under stirring. The resultant mixture was extruded through
a syringe (No. 20) in 500 ml of liquid paraffin (light,1:1 ratio) containing 2.0 % v/v Span 80 and stirring was carried out
using a propeller stirrer (Remi, Mumbai, India) at 800 rpm and stirring was continued for 30 min. To this, GA as a
crosslinking agent containing 0.1 HCl was added slowly, and the mixture was stirred for 3 h. All other variables were
similar to the preliminary trial batches. Microspheres thus obtained were filtered and washed several times with
petroleum ether (80:20) to remove traces of oil. The microspheres were then dried at room temperature (25oC and 60 %
RH) for 24 h. The effect of formulation variables and encapsulation efficiency of the microspheres has been summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1: Formulation parameters and % of Encapsulation of the investigated Flutamide loaded PVP/CPL blend
microspheres
Formulation

PVP

CPL

% of drug

code

(% Wt)

(% Wt)

%

of

crosslinker %

of

encapsulation

(reduce gap between efficiency (reduce gap
‘%’ and ‘of’)

between ‘%’ and ‘of’)

CPF - 1

80

20

10

1

68.54

CPF – 2

80

20

15

1

74.65

CPF – 3

80

20

20

1

78.96

CPF – 4

90

10

10

1

72.08
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10
1
64.25
30

CPF - 6

80

20

10

1.5

62.17

CPF - 7

80

20

10

2

59.76

CPF – 0

80

20

-

1

--

2.3 Estimation of drug and encapsulation efficiency
Estimation of drug concentration from the microspheres was done as per the method described earlier [40]. A specific
amount of (~10mg) of drug loaded dry microspheres was grounded to get the powder using an agate mortar, extracted
with 20ml of 7.4ph buffer solution and sonicated (Optics technology, India) for 60 min. The solution was centrifuged
(Remi, India) to remove the polymer particles and washed twice to extract the drug completely. The clear solution was
analyzed using UV Spectrophotometer (Labindia, Hyderabad) at max = 228 nm. These results of drug loading and
encapsulation efficiencies were calculated using equation (1) and (2) respectively. The results were based on triplicate
and the average values and complied in Table 1.

% of drug loading

=

Amount of drug in microspheres
___________________________________ X 100 _______________

(1)

Theoretical loading

% of Encapsulation efficiency

=

Actual drug loading
__________________________ X 100 _______________

(2)

Theoretical drug loading
2.4 In vitro release studies
In vitro release studies were carried out using the Tablet dissolution tester (Lab India DS 8000, Mumbai, India) equipped
with eight baskets (glass jars). Dissolution rates were measured at 37 ± 0.5oC at constant speed of 100 rpm. Drug release
from the microspheres was studied in 7.4 pH phosphate buffer solution. At regular intervals of time, sample aliquots
were withdrawn and analyzed using UV spectrophotometer (Lab India, Mumbai, India) at the fixed max value of 228
nm. After each sample collection, the same amount of fresh medium at the same temperature was added to the release
medium to maintain the sink condition. All measurements were carried out in triplicate, and values were plotted with
standard deviation errors.
2.5 Fourier transforms infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy studies
The FTIR spectra of pure drug, placebo microspheres and drug loaded microspheres were recorded with Nicolet, Model
Impact 410 (USA) instrument to confirm the cross-linking reaction between Carbopol 934 and Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone)
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microspheres. Polymeric microspheres finely grounded with KBr to prepare pellets under a hydraulic pressure of 600
kg/cm2 and spectra scanned in the range of 4,000-500 cm-1 at ambient temperature.
2.6 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) studies
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermograms of Pure drug, placebo microspheres and drug loaded microspheres
were recorded by Differential scanning calorimeter (TA instruments - Model: STA, Q600 USA). Samples (10-12 mg)
were placed in aluminum pan and heated at 10oC/min under a nitrogen atmosphere (flow rate of 100 mL/min) in the
30o- 600oC range.
2.7 X-ray diffraction (X-RD) studies
X-RD measurement of plain drug, placebo microspheres, drug-loaded microspheres were carried out using a Rigaku
Geiger flex diffractometer (Tokyo, Japan) equipped with Ni-filtered Cu-Kradiation (k = 1.548 A°). The scanning rate
was 2o/min over a diffraction angle of 2Ɵ (2 Theta) and in the range of 5o–60o. The analysis was carried out at room
temperature under ambient conditions.
2.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) studies
The surface morphology of placebo microspheres and drug loaded microspheres was examined by means of a JSM 840
scanning electron microscope. To determine the particle size and size distribution, ~100–200 microspheres were taken on
a glace slide and their sizes were measured using an optical microscope under regular polarized light.
3. Results and Discussions
3.1 FTIR Studies
FT-IR spectra of drug (Flutamide) (a), PVP/CPL placebo microspheres (b) and drug loaded PVP/CPL microspheres (c)
are presented in Fig. 2. FTIR studies were carried out to confirm the chemical interaction of the FLT in the IPN
microspheres.
From Fig. 2 (b) shows the FTIR spectra of PVP/CPL pure blend microspheres crosslinked with glutaraldehide. From
this, it is noticed that a characteristic peak between 3500cm-1 and 3400 cm-1 indicates the presence of –OH group in CPL.
The prominent band between 1750 and 1700 cm-1 was assigned to carbonyl C=O stretching band and 1590 cm-1and
1354 cm-1 indicates the presence of symmetric and asymmetric stretching of vibrations of acetyl groups of PVP/CPL in
blend microspheres. Again the characteristics peak at 1616 cm-1and 1425cm-1noticed due to carboxylate group of the
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CPL. In addition to this a peak at 1020cm-1 is observed which may be due to the presence of acetal group formed by
reaction of GA between PVP/CPL.
In case of drug loaded microspheres Fig. 2(c), it can be observed that the FLT drug is completely molecularly dispersed
in the blend matrix. In case of FLT, a broad band at 3390 cm-1 is due to N-H stretching vibrations. Bands between 2919
and 3127 cm-1 corresponds to symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of –CH3 groups. The carbonyl stretching
vibration band of FLT is observed at 1720 cm-1. The symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations –NO2 group are
observed at 1344 and 1541 cm-1 respectively. The trifluoromethyl group stretching vibration are observed in the range of
1244 and 1345 cm-1.

Fig. 2. FTIR spectrums of (a) Pure drug (Flutamide) (b) Placebo microspheres and (c) drug loaded microspheres.
3.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry studies
DSC thermograms of pure FLT [Fig. 3(a)], drug loaded microspheres [Fig. 3(b)] and placebo microspheres [Fig. 3(c)]
are shown in Fig. 3. Pure drug FLT in its natural state exists as crystals, which are characterized by the high melting
peak around 112.4oC [33, 41]. However, no characteristic peak of FLT was observed in DSC curves of the drug loaded
microspheres and placebo microspheres. This may be explained by the total incorporation of the drug into the
microspheres, suggesting a molecular dispersion of drug inside the polymer matrix. Similar results were observed by
Elgindy et al. [41] for FLT loaded chitosan microspheres. In the PVP/CPL pure blend matrix, the broad endothermic peak
of PVP/CPL blend was detectable at 123oC. The endothermic peak of the polymeric matrix at 123°C [3(c)] after loading
the drug decreased to 115°C [3(b)] due to the possible formation of a loose network as the result of the creation of extra
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free space after drug loading which also indicates the decreasing crystalline nature of drug in a polymer matrix. Further
which indicates the increase of an amorphous nature of the polymer matrix.

Fig. 3. DSC thermograms of Pure FLT (drug) (a), drug loaded PVP-CPL Microspheres (b), without drug loaded
PVP-CPL microspheres (c).
3.3 SEM Studies
The SEM micrographs of Placebo blend microspheres (a), FLT loaded blend microspheres (b) are shown in Fig. 4. As
seen in Fig. 4, they were spherical in shape and exhibited smooth surfaces due to the presence of drug in the
microspheres. The mean particle size of PVP-CPL-6 formulated microspheres is around 10 - 15m. The size distribution
is normal distribution showing 12m. The particle size analysis also supports the formation of smooth microspheres.

Fig. 4. SEM micrographs of placebo blend microspheres (a) and FLT loaded blend microspheres (b).
3.4 X-ray diffraction studies
X-RD study is an important characterization technique in case of drug delivery applications, to study the crystallinity of
drug present in the polymer matrix. X-RD patterns of pure drug (FLT) (a), drug loaded microspheres (b) and placebo
blend microspheres (c) are shown in Fig. 5. X-RD pattern of pure FLT provides the clues about the crystallinity of drug
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in the microspheres. Here, the FLT drug peaks are observed at 2 of 15.6 and 32.5 which are due to crystalline nature of FLT,
while in the case of drug loaded microspheres the drug peaks are slightly observed which indicate that the drug particles
are dispersed at molecular level in the polymer matrix.

Fig. 5. XRD patterns of (a) pure FLT, (b) drug loaded microsphere, and (c) pure blend microspheres.
3.5. Encapsulation efficiency
To develop successful formulations containing FLT in polymeric matrices, it is important to achieve high encapsulation
efficiency (EE). As per the literature information, generally the EE values are dependent on process variables like drugpolymer ratio, blend composition and extent of crosslinking.
Results presented in Table 1, clearly show the dependence of encapsulation efficiency on different parameters. For
example, in case of CPF1, CPF2 and CPF3 formulations containing 80 wt. % of PVP, 20 wt.% of CPL and 1 ml GA, EE
values increased systematically from 68.54 to 78.96% with increasing FLT loading. For decreasing blend compositions
of 90 to 70wt.% of PVP (CPF4, CPF1 & CPF5), keeping FLT loading (10%) and amount of GA (1 ml) as constant, the
EE values decreases from 72.08 to 64.25% because of decrease of CPL in blends composition. On the contrary, for the
blend of 80 wt.% of PVP (i.e CPF1, CPF6 & CPF7) with a constant FLT loading of (10wt.%) and varying amounts of
GA from 1, 1.5 and 2 ml, we observed a systematic decrease of EE values from 68.54 to 59.76% because of increased
rigidity of the network. The above results clearly show that encapsulation efficiency values depended on the variables of
the process.
3.6. In-vitro release studies:
In-vitro release data are discussed in terms of drug loading, effect of crosslinking and IPN blend composition.
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3.6.1. Effect of blend composition:
The release study of Flutamide (FLT) from microspheres, through in-vitro release experiments were carried out in
intestinal pH 7.4 phosphate buffer solution. Release of FLT from microspheres with variation of CPL content for
formulations CPF-4, CPF-1, CPF-5 at pH 7.4 is displayed in Fig. 6. The % of cumulative release is lower in case of high
amount of CPL with slow release rate for a prolong period up to 14hr. This can be explained on the basis of dissolution
behavior of FLT in PVP/CPL matrix, a dense polymer network formed when microspheres could intact with alkaline
condition, FLT is not easily leaching out from the microspheres giving dense network structure. Dense network
microspheres are produced after the dissolution, suggesting that the incorporation of CPL in to PVP indicates drug release
is influenced by the content of CPL in the polymer matrix. Based on these results we can conclude that the release of
FLT restricts from microspheres at pH 7.4, due to the formation of rigid network structure.

Fig. 6. % Cumulative release of FLT loaded microspheres for different ratios of polymer composition CPF-4
(10% CPL), CPF-1(20% CPL), and CPF-5 (30% CPL) containing 10% FLT at pH 7.4.
3.6.2. Effect of Drug content:
Fig. 7. shows the release profile of FLT loaded PVP/CPL blend microspheres at
different amounts of drug (10%, 20% and 30%) loading and at pH 7.4. The release data showed that formulations
containing highest amount of FLT (30 wt %) displayed higher release rates than those containing lower of amount of
FLT (10%). Formulation containing highest amount of FLT released 71.8 % of the total encapsulated drug. On the other
hand, formulations containing lower amount of FLT have released only 62.3 % of FLT. Thus, sustained release was
observed for the formulation containing lower amount of FLT. Thus the release rates are slower for lower amount FLT in
the matrix, probably due to the availability of more free void spaces through which a lesser number of drug molecule will
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transport.

Fig. 7. % Cumulative release of FLT loaded microspheres containing different amounts of drug CPF-1 (10%),
CPF-2 (20%), and CPF-3 (30%) at pH 7.4.
3.6.3. Effect of crosslinker content:
Fig. 8. shows the release profile of FLT loaded PVP/CPL blend microspheres at different amounts of crosslinking agent
(GA) (1 ml, 1.5 ml and 2 ml) loading and at pH 7.4. The release data showed that formulations containing 2 ml of GA
displayed lower release rates than those containing 1 ml of GA amount. Formulation containing highest amount of GA
released 54.3 % of the total encapsulated drug. On the other hand, formulations containing lower amount of FLT have
released only 64.5 % of FLT. In other words, the release is slower for a formulation containing higher amount of GA
compared to that with the lower amount of cross-linker. This may be due to the fact that at higher cross-linking, free
volume of the matrix will be reduced, thereby hindering easy transport of drug molecules through the matrix.

Fig. 8. % Cumulative release of FLT through microspheres containing different amounts of crosslinker
formulations CPF -1 (1 ml), CPF-6 (1.5 ml), and CPF-7 (2 ml) at pH 7.4.
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3.7. Kinetics of In vitro release studies:
Drug-release kinetics was analyzed by plotting the cumulative release data versus time by fitting the data to a simple
exponential equation. 3 [42].
Mt /

Ktn

M =

---- (3)

Where Mt and M represent the fractional drug release at time t, k is a constant characteristic of the drug-polymer system and ‘n’ is
an empirical parameter characterizing the release mechanism. Using the least square procedure, we have calculated the
values of ‘n’ and ‘k’ for all the formulations and these values are given in Table 2. The values of correlation coefficient
(r) was calculated by using the above equation and the values are included in Table 2. If n= 0.5, the drug diffuses and
release from the polymer matrix following a Fickian diffusion. If n > 0.5, anomalous or non-Fickian drug diffusion
occurs. If n = 1, a completely non-Fickian or case-II release kinetics is operative. The intermediary values ranging
between 0.5 and 1.0 are attributed to an anomalous type diffusive transport [43].
The values of ‘k’ and ‘n’ show a dependence on the extent of crosslinking, the percentage of drug loading and CPL
content in the matrix. Values of ‘n’ for microspheres are calculated by varying the amount of CPL (10%, 20%, 30%),
keeping flutamide (10%) and GA (1 ml) constant, and range from 0.486 to 0.627, leading to the shift transport of
anomalous type. The flutamide loaded microspheres containing different amounts of flutamide (10, 20 and 30%) and GA
exhibited ‘n’ values ranging from 0.502 to 0.681, and the values for these formulations are presented table 2, indicating
the anomalous type release. This may be due to the reduction in the reasons of low micro viscosity and closure micro
cavities in swollen state of the polymer. Similar findings were also observed by Lyu et al. [43] from their drug release
studies where they have reported the effect of monomer, drug and crosslinker content on dissolution kinetics.
Table 2. Results of % of release kinetics parameters (k, n and r) of drug in different blend microsphere
formulations.
Formulation

k

n

codes

Correlation
coefficient (r)

CPF - 1

0.152

0.681

0.921

CPF – 2

0.126

0.539

0.950

CPF – 3

0.092

0.502

0.916

CPF – 4

0.145

0.486

0.987
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0.197
0.627
0.979

CPF - 6

0.162

0.542

0.962

CPF - 7

0.129

0.592

0.994

3.8. Conclusions
Poly (vinyl pyrrolidone)/Carbopol 934 blend microspheres were developed by emulsion solvent evaporation method to
study the controlled release of Flutamide (FLT), an anticancer drug. SEM, particle size analysis gave surface
morphology and particle size of microspheres. DSC and XRD analysis of FLT loaded microspheres have shown
molecularly dispersed drug in the microspheres. Based on In vitro release studies the FLT was released in a controlled
manner by influencing the variation of blend composition, drug and crosslinker for more than 14 h.
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